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Uniroyal waterproofing system remains flexible indefinitely and gives a continuous bond.
break out

How would you like to wish away a wall
make a floor fly
see a ceiling sail
You can
You just need the tools
Like ideas
New ideas that scratch your imagination
that invite new concepts
that dare you to dream
The New Ideas Are Electric
call us
Indianapolis Power & Light Company
Power Sales Division
Several years ago, I&M Power Engineers observed a strange situation. While offices, stores, schools and industrial buildings were installing fluorescent lighting fixtures everywhere, no effort was being made to capture and use the heat that came from these fixtures as a by-product of light.

Today, heat recovered from fluorescent luminaires is a practical, working reality in hundreds of installations in the I&M area. During the times when modern, well-lighted buildings are occupied, Heat-With-Light delivers free comfort heating energy at savings of thousands of dollars!

A fluorescent fixture uses only about 20% of its electricity to produce light. The other 80% is released in the form of heat. Knowing this, it became a simple matter to design a duct-fan system, to move air through luminaires, picking up surplus heat and moving it out to warm the room. In Summer, the same system moves the heat outdoors, taking an enormous load off air conditioning equipment.

Your own I&M Power Engineer, based at your nearest I&M office, will be glad to supply all the information and direct assistance you need to plan and install a Heat-With-Light system to fit your particular requirements. He'll provide equipment information and specifications, work with your architect and contractor, and offer a wealth of experience. And there's never a charge or obligation! Call him today.
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We Have a Policy Against This...
and This...
and This...
If we know about your needs, we can save you a lot of time and frustration.

Our policy is, if you need up to date product information or specifications—we probably have it—or we'll get it for you.

Try 636-2301 the next time.

Hugh J. Baker & Company
602 WEST MCCARTY STREET
INDIANAPOLIS
TELEPHONE 317 636-2301
... seems funny Edison didn’t think of it!

At some time or other Edison must surely have grabbed a hot light bulb. But apparently it never occurred to him that this heat was worth anything more than a couple of expletives. As a matter of fact, it took almost a century of scorched fingers before the engineers came up with a way to make practical use of the heat given off by electric lights.

Some call this technique “Heat-by-Light.” We prefer the term “Heat Recovery System.” Regardless of what you call it, it works like this: newly-designed heat-transfer lighting fixtures capture up to 85% of the heat generated by the lights. With a properly engineered system, the lights can provide most of the heat needed for an entire structure.

Sound efficient? It is! If you’d like to know more about Heat Recovery Systems, get in touch with the sales department at Public Service Indiana.
Delegates to the 102nd convention of the American Institute of Architects covered topics ranging from standards of professional practice to the war in Indo-China, and sandwiched in between an election of officers and approval of a dues increase.

Officers for next year include Detroit architect Robert F. Hastings FAIA, president; Max O. Urbahn FAIA, New York City, first vice-president; Richard M. Bennett FAIA, Chicago, Robert J. Nash AIA, Washington, D. C., and George M. White AIA, Cleveland, vice-presidents; Preston M. Bolton FAIA, Houston, secretary; and Rex L. Becker FAIA, St. Louis, treasurer.

A proposed increase in both individual member and architectural firm dues was approved by an overwhelming vote, as were technical changes required to implement construction of the Institute's new headquarters building in Washington, D. C.

By a less overwhelming vote (60-40), the delegates also ended years of controversy by approving new standards of practice which will encourage architects to experiment and innovate with new building methods.

On the war front, delegates urged Congress and the President "to reduce our military commitment . . . to an absolute minimum" and to transfer massive federal help to the nation's cities.

Other convention actions included:

- Urging of new tax, zoning and land use concepts "which encourage creative physical planning . . . economies in construction . . . and diversity of land use with mixed and varied occupancies".

- Urging expanded use of factory-assembled building components and voiced opposition to labor union product boycotts that inhibit reforms in the construction industry.

- Encouraging government and industry to "give the highest priority to allocating human and financial resources" to halt pollution of air, water and land.

- Requesting large-scale plans for the preservation "of our priceless heritage, our beautiful costs".

- Carl L. Bradley AIA, Fort Wayne, was elected as the new director from Indiana and Kentucky; his three-year term on the AIA Board will begin January 1, 1971.

- Indianapolis Architect H. Roll McLaughlin FAIA was honored in the Convocation of Fellows during the convention. Mr. McLaughlin's elevation to Fellow recognized his service to architecture through architectural preservation.

- The Indiana delegation, headed by ISA President Wallace Given AIA of Evansville, included (in addition to Mr. Bradley and Mr. McLaughlin):

  - Melvin Birkey AIA, South Bend; James McClure Turner AIA, Hammond; Raymond S. Kastendieck FAIA, Gary; Paul O. Tanck AIA, Valparaiso; Keith Reinert AIA, Hobart; ISA Vice-President Don Sporieder AIA, South Bend; Brian Crumlish AIA, South Bend; NIC President James J. Schenkel AIA, Ft. Wayne; CSIC President Richard Hartung AIA, Bloomington; Charles Sappenfield AIA, Muncie; Thomas Dorste AIA, Indianapolis; George Wiley AIA, Indianapolis; ISA Associate Member Dana Florestano; State Building Commissioner Charles J. Betts FAIA, Indianapolis, and Indianapolis Chapter President Jack Jelliffe AIA.
When brick is in your plans, think of the company who offers the largest selection of colors, textures and sizes in the industry — Belden Brick. Architectural creativity is most effectively interpreted when your supplier provides these advantages. And that’s precisely why Belden enjoys the reputation of the standard of comparison in the industry. When you think of brick, think of Belden.

Your nearest Belden Dealer will gladly show you the facts in the form of samples and our new 4 color brochure, or write us at P. O. Box 910, Canton, Ohio 44701.
The curriculum for second year students at Ball State's College of Architecture and Planning includes a course entitled, "Graphic Communication". The intent of the course is to give students a theory of visual communication which can be applied in many different situations.

This application of visual communication theory is demonstrated by the students not only through presentation techniques, but also through analysis of architectural design and of advertising design. Awareness of social expression, symbol formation and visual design is encouraged.

The Pollution Poster project asked the students to select a message for communication which had broad social significance and to transmit that message through appropriate visual designs. An analysis of the message and its potential audience proceeded actual design.

The following pages (and this month's cover) reflect a sampling of the results of that project.
POLLUTION IS A GAS
"Houston Control to Apollo, circle indefinitely, landing conditions impossible—all oceans covered by oil and visibility, due to high pollution level, down to 150 feet"
litter: out of mind; but not out of sight
GOING DOWN FOR THE LAST TIME...
WEIGH WHAT'S HAPPENING
OUR WORLD?
FIGHT
POLLUTION
When a mechanical contractor talks about quality, he means a lot more than superior materials and craftsmanship. For instance, a quality mechanical system—heating, ventilation, process piping or air conditioning—is one that will do the job it's designed to do for the life of the structure. Not a system that is too large or too small, one that is designed and installed for a particular structure. Quality also means precise testing, checking and balancing of all components after installation... and a system that is designed for easy modification when the structure is modernized, expanded or rebuilt.

It takes experience, expertise, craftsmen and specialized equipment to put all of this quality together. No one does it better than the Mechanical Contractors of Central Indiana.

Send for a free brochure that explains more about The Mechanical Contractor... who he is, how he works and what he does.
GAS LIGHT

It runs on electricity produced by a natural gas Total Energy System.

A natural gas Total Energy System is the method of power production based upon on-site generation with gas as the fuel, using gas engine-driven generators to produce low cost electricity.

The economy of natural gas Total Energy Systems is remarkable. In a central electrical power plant, more than 60 percent of the fuel's potential energy is wasted. But when power is generated at the plant or building site with a Total Energy System, the energy not converted to electricity is captured to meet the plant's or building's needs for heat, hot water and steam for absorption cooling.

This highly efficient method of energy production has already been used to supply power for industrial plants, shopping centers, apartment houses, hospitals, hotels and motels.

If you're designing something that calls for big power economy and efficiency, recommend a natural gas Total Energy System. It makes things work better.

GAS UTILITY COMPANIES SERVING CENTRAL INDIANA:

Central Indiana Gas Company
Citizens Gas & Coke Utility
Hoosier Gas Corporation

Indiana Gas Company, Inc.
Kokomo Gas and Fuel Co.
Richmond Gas Corporation
Terre Haute Gas Corporation
London Fog, a rich new blend of hand-molded common brick, expresses the character and appearance of older reclaimed brick. Irregular or "molded" front and end surfaces. Interesting variations of color are captured with unique flashing methods. All developed from I B's skills in molding brick.

London Fog can bring design flexibility to your next project. Inside for touches of warmth . . . enduring beauty. Outside for the interesting variety of textures achieved with wood, other common brick or steel, or, to complement any landscape. Inside and out for design continuity. London Fog distinguishes the "house of commons" from Illinois Brick.

Other popular brick styles include Lincoln Homespun, Cloister Black, Architectural Commons, Smooth Buff and many others. Call or write for information.

Western Brick Company
Danville, Illinois Division of Illinois Brick Company
228 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill. 60601 • (312) 372-8727
MASTERSPEC

MASTERSPEC, a new low-cost automated master specification system, combines a text of carefully prepared specifications and co-ordinating instructions for building products and construction methods, arranged in the 16-division format of the Uniform System and segmented to facilitate automation. It is the first of a group of integrated systems to be offered by Production Systems for Architects & Engineers, Inc., a Chicago-based non-profit corporation authorized by the American Institute of Architects.

Designed to meet the needs of all firms, including the small-to-medium-sized firm, the system can be employed at any one of three basic levels: 1) for use strictly as a reference; 2) for obtaining up to date copies of master specifications to be edited for each project, regardless of the final production system used; 3) for automated processing to produce a computer printout of the final project specification.

To utilize MASTERSPEC, subscribers need no in-house computer or data processing equipment. Specification consulting firms may subscribe to and use the system for their clients. At present no provisions have been made for the user to install the program on his own equipment or to prepare his own computer input for project editing. These options may be available at a later date.

PSAE's primary objectives in developing the system were to assist the professional in serving his client with greater proficiency, to unify technical practices of the entire industry, and to expand the decision-making capacity of qualified technical personnel. MASTERSPEC also will serve to help educate less experienced personnel and will increase the professional firm's ability to compete with other avenues available to the owner for accomplishing his building project.

Because current technology produces a continually increasing number of architectural projects and construction techniques, architects, engineers and specifiers have difficulty in keeping properly informed and in making necessary evaluations. This system provides a central source of up-to-date information in specification form for both products and construction techniques. Time spent on repetitive research can be substantially reduced so that experienced personnel will have more time for decision-making on each project.

In use, a subscribing specifier is charged a nominal subscription fee which entitles him to the Reference Catalog (a complete set of bound sections and instructions), the User's Manual, copies of the Table of Contents as required, and general information distributed throughout the year. After a definitive design for a project has been finalized, the user reviews a copy of the Table of Contents, checking off those sections of MASTERSPEC needed for the project, and sends the marked-up copy to PSAE. A copy of the most recent version of each available section requested is then returned.

Upon receipt of these sections, the drawing co-ordination sheets are reviewed with the appropriate draftsman and retained by him as a check list. As working drawings proceed, the specifier edits the master section copies simply by deleting unwanted choices and writing in any additional requirements. Instruction sheets attached to each section discuss the alternate choices and suggest still other choices. Editing notes in the text remind the specifier of basic editing requirements.

When all sections have been edited and all nonautomated sections prepared, the specification should be reviewed by project personnel and also with the client. The user then sends the final edited MASTERSPEC sections to the data processing center, which prepares the machine-readable input, makes the computer run and produces the printout of the final project specification. Deletions and insertions as marked are accomplished by this process. Instructions in the text are omitted automatically, and line and page length are automatically adjusted.

The final specification is printed out in highly legible format with upper and lower case lettering, co-ordinated page numbering, right margin justification, indentions, and under-scoring. The user may request the printout to be prepared on off-set masters in lieu of the standard hard copy printout on plain white paper. This reproducible copy is returned to the user for duplication and distribution in the usual manner.

Sections currently available for use include 89 high-priority sections in Divisions 4 through 10 of the Uniform System. By year's end, approximately 200 sections in Divisions 2 through 14 should be available. Subscription fees are determined by firm size; up-to-date copy for editing on each project costs $1.00 per section; and the data processing fee is $2.25 per page of final computer printout.

Further information may be secured from Production Systems for Architects and Engineers, Inc., Suite 1709, 343 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604.
JOHN C. FLECK, AIA, Indianapolis architect, received double honors at this year's annual convention of the Construction Specifications Institute. He was one of twelve individuals in the nation's construction industry to be advanced to the rank of Fellow in the CSI and also was one of three individuals to receive special recognition for service during the past year.

Mr. Fleck is the immediate past president of the Indiana Society of Architects and served as a founder and the first president of the Indianapolis Chapter of CSI (1961). He was elected as Regional Director of CSI's Board of Directors in 1967 and has served as a member of its Long-Range Planning Committee.

Mr. Fleck is president of Fleck, Burkart, Shropshire & Associates, a native of Indianapolis, and received his education at Purdue University and the Universities of Illinois and Colorado.

—AIA—

LESTER W. ROUTT, AIA, Vincennes architect and longtime member of the Indiana Society of Architects, passed away February 23rd. Mr. Routt entered the practice of architecture in 1913, employed in the office of L. H. Osterhage, Architect, in Vincennes. The firm evolved into Osterhage & Sutton in 1920, and later into Sutton & Routt (1923).

Mr. Routt was born June 27, 1891, and received his education at Washington University and the University of Liverpool, England. He was registered both as an architect and a professional engineer.

His firm, Lester W. Routt and Associates, Inc., will be maintained by his son-in-law, Charles D. Gardner, AIA.

—AIA—

WALKER, APPLEGATE, OAKES AND RITZ, New Albany, have announced the appointment of four associates, three architects and one engineer: Robert W. Eby AIA, James L. Walker III, AIA, Ronald K. Leach, AIA, and James W. Galbreath, PE.

Mr. Eby joined the firm in 1953, is a graduate of the University of Illinois, and is registered both as an architect and engineer.

Mr. Walker III joined the firm in 1959 and is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Leach also joined the firm in 1959, and is a graduate of the University of Michigan.

Mr. Galbreath is a graduate of Purdue, and has been with the firm since 1960.

—AIA—

PELLER-TANCK-GERTSMEIER-REINERT, INC., has been formed in Valparaiso as the result of a merger between the former firms of Peller, Tanck & Gertsmeier, Inc., and Keith L. Reinert, Architect, of Hobart.

Principals of the new firm include Paul O. Tanck AIA and Keith L. Reinert AIA. The firm will maintain its practice in architecture, engineering and planning at 404 Lincolnway, Valparaiso.

—AIA—

"ARCHITECTURE FOR THE CHURCH" is a three-day conference to be held at Concordia College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, August 2-4, 1970. Co-sponsored by the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod and Concordia College, the program will cover aspects of the changing church, remodeling and renovation, contemporary religious art, and facilities utilization. A $35.00 registration fee includes tuition, meals and lodging.

Reservations may be made through the Commission on Architecture, c/o Frederick Bentz AIA, 700 First National Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 55402.

—AIA—

H. ROLL McLAUGHLIN FAIA, Indianapolis architect and historic preservation authority, has been named a member of the Indiana Professional State Consulting Committee to the National Register of Historic Places. Other committee members include John R. Lloyd, chairman; Dr. Donald F. Carmony, vice-chairman; Herbert R. Hill, secretary; and James H. Kellar.

Mr. McLaughlin, a partner in James Associates of Indianapolis and recently elevated Fellow of the AIA, is chairman of the national AIA Historic Resources Committee and the State Preservation Co-ordinator for the Indiana Society of Architects.
Years ago the use of ventilators was minimal, and air conditioning was only known and used on a small scale. It is understandable, then, that the portion of the mechanical work performed by the air handling contractor was relatively insignificant. However, the significance of the air handling contractor’s role has steadily increased over the years, and today the air handling installation on buildings equals, and, in many instances, exceeds the work performed by the mechanical contractor. Nonetheless, the preparation of specifications in large part has remained unchanged during the same course of years. The air handling contractor is still expected to place his bid through the mechanical contractor based upon specifications which do not separate the air handling installation from the mechanical portion of the specifications.

Reason and economy dictate that the separation of the air handling specifications is the better practice. For instance, the mechanical contractor, like the electrical contractor, bids directly to the owner, architect or prime contractor; and since his bid includes the air handling portion of the work, three to fifteen percent is added to that portion to compensate the mechanical contractor for assuming the responsibility of overseeing the air handling installation. The success of an air handling installation, however, depends largely on the degree of coordination between the architect and/or engineer can readily check the thoroughness of the specifications and also be assured that each contractor’s bid will include all of those items specified. The use of separate specifications will minimize the possibility of misunderstandings, duplications and overlapping.

Furthermore, because of the mechanical “middle man,” bid auctioning (composed of equal parts of bid shopping and bid peddling) often results. This practice has been a constant plague in the construction industry and ultimately leads to a reduction in the quality of the work performed.

With separate and distinct specifications, the architect and/or engineer can readily check the thoroughness of the specifications and also be assured that each contractor’s bid will include all of those items specified. The use of separate specifications will minimize the possibility of misunderstandings, duplications and overlapping.

In view of the foregoing, it is the hope of the Indiana Sheet Metal Council that air handling contractors will ultimately achieve a position comparable to the mechanical and electrical contractors; and to this end, the Council is pledged to the active promotion of separate specifications and separate bids. The benefits derived by the entire construction industry from separate specifications and separate bids are becoming increasingly obvious, and it is our conviction that they will more than compensate for the time involved in changing outmoded policies and ideas.

John Murphy (Fort Wayne) 219-432-0080
Ralph Potesta (Hammond) 219-845-5033
Bill Finney (Indianapolis) 317-546-4055
Don Golichowski (South Bend) 219-289-7380

Indiana Sheet Metal Council
Box 55533, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205
Concrete Block now gives your buildings complete fire-safety with a FOUR-HOUR rating!

Recent Underwriters’ Laboratories tests have proven conclusively that concrete block with vermiculite masonry fill insulation deserves a full four-hour rating. A 10’ x 10’ wall of standard 8” x 8” x 16” lightweight aggregate block withstood a six-hour furnace test followed by a fire hose stream test without structural failure, and temperatures on the back side of the wall never exceeded 220° F., 30° less than the permitted average temperature for a four-hour rating.

Little wonder concrete block is used so frequently in modern buildings — schools, medical buildings, commercial buildings, theaters and wherever large crowds of people congregate.

Make sure you have complete, four-hour fire safety in the next building you design.

Indiana Concrete Masonry Association, Inc.

2201 EAST 46th STREET • 251-1214 • INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46205